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MI/RR Issues /modifications 

 Recycler lattice modifications 

 H- stripping 

 Space charge in MI/RR 

 Electron cloud effects 

 New rf systems (53&106 MHz) 

 Transition crossing in MI. 



R&D Plan for FY12 

 Continue the MI/RR Cavity Design effort. 

 

 Coatings for e-cloud and SEY beam 

measurements. 

 

 Space charge simulations and beam 

measurements. 

 

 Rotating foil and laser stripping investigations. 

 

 Instrumentation 

 



MI/RR New RF Systems 

Fundamental RF Specifications 

Two cavities designs. 

R/Q~50Ohms; 1 MHz tuning range 

J. Dey, L. Xiao 



HOM Damping 

•A Coaxial damper with a large loop located at the rear end of the cavity 

is used to damp the HOMs. 

 



Cavity power coupling 



FY12 Plan for MI/RR RF 

 Build a copper mockup of 53MHz cavity. 

 Look at higher order modes, R/Q and coupling 

issues. 

 Look at cavity response with dampers 

 

 Simulate the temperature response of the 53 

MHz cavity. 

 

 Start simulations for a second harmonic cavity 

(106 MHz). 

 



Fermilab Coating Facility 

Began in early 2011 setting up the E4R service building for TiN coatings of a 

round beam tube 

Coatings started in summer 2011 

D. Capista, L. Valerio 



Beam pipe coating with TiN 



Coating thickness measurements 

Coupon location Pressure Coating thickness 

Upstream (leak source) 200 mTorr 3560nm stylus 

6665nm laser 

Downstream  300 mTorr 3380nm stylus 

4028nm laser 

•Measured with a stylus 

profilometer and laser profilometer 



FY12 Plan for Coatings 
•Better understand thickness measurements 

 

•Understand the effect of gas pressure on the coating thickness for a specified 

run time, nm/hr 

 

•Estimate effort to in situ coat the Main Injector given the current 

understanding of this coating process 

 

•Coat test coupons for SEY measurements in MI. 

 

•Understand the engineering involved to make a cathode that accommodates 

the bend angle of the MI dipoles 

 



E-Cloud (Measurements) 
 

B. Zwaska 



SEY Station Prep 

•Arms being staged at A0 

•Have been pumped down for a few weeks 

•Full integration with beam pipe is starting now 

•Plan to do several test measurements and practice sample changeouts 

•On temporary stand now 

•Final stand will allow simple installation to MI 

 



Space Charge Simulations 

 Continue the simulations 

with SYNERGIA and 

IMPACT (LBNL). 

 Include realistic apertures 

and magnet multipoles. 

 Compare beam loss with 

beam measurements. 

 Continue beam 

measurements of tune 

scans at different bunch 

intensities. 

 

Tune footprint with SC and 1E11ppb 

E. Stern 



First simulations with multipoles 

•Results of one run 2000 turns, no space 

charge 

•Currently, only dipole magnet multipoles 

active. 

•Have implemented 3 basic apertures so 

far. 



FY12 Plan for e-cloud 

Measurements 

 Finish the preparation and install the two SEY 

measuring devices in MI. 

 Install a new beam pipe coated with Diamond-like 

carbon from Japan. 

 Continue the efforts for e-cloud measurements in 

a magnetic field. 

 Continue R&D effort for microwave 

measurements 

 

 



Space charge beam measurements 

172 109 Coalesced 

54 109 Uncoalesced 

•Similar transmission with factor of 3.2 increase 

in intensity 

•However Bunch length increased by factor 3.4 

D. Scott 



H- Stripping 
D. Johnson 



Alternative Injection Schemes 

Double the length of 

MI-10?! 



Overcoming foil temp. limitations 



Rotating foil concept 



Argon Center for Nanoscale Materials 



Laser Stripping 



Laser Parameters 



Snake Creek Lasers 



FY12 Plan for H- Injection 



Electron Beam Profile Scanner 
R. Thurman-Keup 



Test set-up and tunnel installation 

configurations 


